Make my homework
Do My Homework

Project tasks
Tasks from "paths" and "pre-school pores" are aimed at the development of perception, spatial
orientation, imagination, initiative, attention, memory, the ability to think and reason.Addition of tasks
from working notebooks Gaming simulators contributes to:
The formation of graphomotor skills (preparation of the joints of the hand to further activities).
The development of the central nervous system (work with hands has a stimulating effect on the
activity of the children's brain).
Overcoming difficulties in working with notebooks (some preschoolers initially hard to navigate in
tasks on paper).
Improving clarity (a child can quickly correct the error and see how correctly).
Development of self-test skills and mutual tests (again due to ease in error correction).
Socially communicative development (with group work).
Artistic and aesthetic development (with simulators more space for creativity).
Tasks can be performed by groups, and individually.It is important that the child says all its actions:
children today speak bad, have a modest vocabulary, and this approach develops speech.
Types of gaming simulators:
Tiko (transformable game designer for training),
Tablets of different shapes that cover covers,
Tablets with hooks to make shoelaces, ropes,
Mesh tablets,
beads
Textile balls "First Dar Rubber".

Consider some types of tasks and gaming simulators with which you can perform them.
In the world of sounds and letters.5-7 years.Educational and methodical manual for school
preparation
Educational and methodological guide "The world of sounds and letters" contains game training
tasks for the preparation of children 5 - 7 years to school.The manual can be used in preschool and
school institutions, as well as for individual domestic activities.The Books also published books in
the "Premischarian time" series: TMAndrianova, I.L.Andrianova "In the world of numbers and
numbers", E.E.Katz "Literary reading", V.A.Tlyukhina "Cooking your hand to the letter and learn to
write beautifully", TSLisitskaya, L.A.Novikova "Physical Development of Preschoolers",
O.S.Koreleva "Learn to make your own hands."
Buy
Tasks and their variations
What follows
Tasks for establishing and repetition sequences are very much.For example, "mats" are given - cell
fields, on which part of the cells are painted with different colors and contains figures.The arrows are
indicated how the cell order changes.You need to add "rug".Another version of the task with the
"mats": coloring the cells so that there are no identical colors in the lines and in the columns.
Additional tools: Multicolored figures Tiko;tablet with multi-colored covers;Multicolored beads;Textile
balls.
What follows when turning
Bicycle is represented, on the wheels of which multicolored mugs are depicted, shapes (or, similarly,
a steering wheel is represented).It is required to repeat their sequence, taking into account the
rotation of the wheels.For complications, you can set the sequence of non-colors, but figures or
illustrations (for example, with the time of the year).
Additional tools: Tablet with drawn bike or tablet with round parts that can be rotated, as well as
covers.
The ratio of order between numbers
You need to repeat the sequence of numbers or find an error, restore the correct sequence.
Additional tools: Figures Tiko with numbers or points;Tablet and lids with numbers.

Aspect ratio
Groups of figures and images of houses, "collected" from different figures are given.Need to
establish which group refers to which house.The complexity of the task is changing due to an
increase in (or decreasing) the number of objects in groups, the number of houses.
Additional tools: Figures of cloth different forms.
Finding the missing part
The square is represented from which the complex figure is "carved" and variants of figures are
given.It is necessary to determine which one was "cut".
Additional tools: Figures of cloth different forms.
Sound analysis words
Dana cards with images of objects.It is required to pronounce the word (object name) and define
sounds in their sequences.The vowels are redistributed, solid consonants - blue, consonants soft green.
Additional tools: Tablet and Multicolored Covers.
What else to read?
New federal list.Recommendations for teachers.Maths.Physics.Astronomy
Why to divide on zero it is impossible?
Why does minus for minus always give plus?
Features of the work teacher of mathematics in 2018/2019 academic year
Finding a place according to the scheme of the hall
Presented the hall scheme.Each vertical range is indicated by a certain color, each horizontal figure.Dana "Tickets": images of color figures.It is necessary to correlate the images with the
designations of the rows, to find the intersection and, accordingly, the necessary places.
Additional tools: Tablet and covers with multi-colored figures.
Combining Objects based on General Sign
A variety of multicolored figures and four fields for which they need to be distributed are given.Each

field has a specific condition: for example, it cannot contain triangles or should contain figures
exclusively yellow.
Additional tools: tablets and covers with multi-colored figures.
Highlighting a variety of figures
Presented a field drawn by diamonds.Part of the rhombuses is painted green, of which the
Christmas tree is obtained.Nearby is the same field, it is necessary to repeat the Christmas tree on
it.
Additional tools: Crochet tablets through which laces can be traded, rope;Tablets with a grid.
Drawing by points
Dana fields with nearby points.Required by connecting these points, create a specific drawing (for
example, a ship) or continue the pattern.
Additional tools: Crochet tablets through which laces can be traded, rope;Tablets with a grid.
Thus, thanks to game simulators, tasks from working notebooks are becoming more variable, and
the teacher gets the opportunity to develop children in new directions, individualize training.
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